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17Abstract Eye tracking dysfunction (ETD) is one of the most widely replicated

18behavioral deficits in schizophrenia and is over-represented in clinically unaffected

19first-degree relatives of schizophrenia patients. Here, we provide an overview of

20research relevant to the characterization and pathophysiology of this impairment.

21Deficits are most robust in the maintenance phase of pursuit, particularly during the

22tracking of predictable target movement. Impairments are also found in pursuit

23initiation and correlate with performance on tests of motion processing, implicating

24early sensory processing of motion signals. Taken together, the evidence suggests
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25 that ETD involves higher-order structures, including the frontal eye fields, which

26 adjust the gain of the pursuit response to visual and anticipated target movement,

27 as well as early parts of the pursuit pathway, including motion areas (the middle

28 temporal area and the adjacent medial superior temporal area). Broader application

29 of localizing behavioral paradigms in patient and family studies would be advanta-

30 geous for refining the eye tracking phenotype for genetic studies.

31 AU2Keywords

32 1 Introduction

33 In 1908, Allen Diefendorf, a psychiatrist, and Raymond Dodge, an experimental

34 psychologist, collaborated on the first study of ocular motor function in psychiatric

35 patients (Diefendorf and Dodge 1908). Dodge’s development of a method for

36 photographically recording eye movements (e.g., the photochronograph) allowed

37 objective quantification of certain eye movement metrics and made experimental

38 studies feasible. They reasoned that because eye movements were a ubiquitous

39 aspect of everyday functioning, patients and controls would have comparable

40 degrees of acquired proficiency. Diefendorf and Dodge chose to study smooth

41 pursuit and reflexive saccades in order to capitalize on over-learned visual beha-

42 viors and to avoid the confounding effects of tasks that were “too complicated” or

43 had “too unusual demands” for chronically ill patients to perform. In this way, any

44 deficits found would suggest disease-related dysfunction in a potentially informa-

45 tive neural system. Thus, from both scientific and methodological vantage points,

46 Diefendorf and Dodge’s landmark study of eye movements in psychiatric patients

47 laid the foundation for investigations that continue to this day.

48 The first empirical study compared patients with dementia praecox (now schizo-

49 phrenia), manic-depressive psychosis (now bipolar disorder), and various organic

50 conditions (e.g., epilepsy, neurosyphilis) with controls on simple pursuit and

51 saccade tasks. They found such a strong and selective association between impaired

52 smooth pursuit eye movements and dementia praecox that they described it as

53 “praecox pursuit”. Surprisingly, the finding of a specific psychophysiological

54 abnormality that differentiated one major psychosis from other functional and

55 organic psychotic conditions was pursued only twice in the ensuing six decades;1

1Two studies explicitly followed up the Diefendorf and Dodge report (Couch and Fox 1934; White

1938). Both studies replicated the finding of impaired pursuit in schizophrenic patients, but

questioned its specificity and independence from clinical state, especially in manic-depressive

patients. Modern psychotropic drugs were not yet in use, but barbiturates were commonly used

to control agitation. Impaired pursuit was found during periods of clinical exacerbation,

corresponding to periods of barbiturate treatment, whereas pursuit normalized during periods of

remission, corresponding to barbiturate discontinuation. Only later were barbiturates discovered to
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56it was after this long fallow period that the modern era of research on ocular motor

57function in schizophrenia began.

58The independent rediscovery of smooth pursuit eye movement impairment,

59otherwise known as eye tracking dysfunction (ETD), by Holzman and colleagues

60(Holzman et al. 1973, 1974a) was a serendipitous byproduct of an empirical study

61designed to assess the integrity of the vestibular system in schizophrenia. A con-

62sistent finding in schizophrenia at that time was vestibular hyporeactivity (Holzman

631969). Tests of vestibular function routinely include vestibularly induced eye

64movements (e.g., nystagmus, a slow eye movement in one direction followed

65by a fast eye movement in the opposite direction) as well as smooth pursuit and

66saccadic eye movements (Baloh and Honrubia 1990). Unexpectedly, the vestibulo-

67ocular reflex of schizophrenia patients was found to function normally (Levy et al.

681978).2 However, smooth pursuit eye movements (or “eye tracking patterns”) were

69abnormal, not only in patients but also in their clinically unaffected first-degree

70biological relatives (Holzman et al. 1973, 1974a). Unbeknownst to Holzman and

71colleagues, they had replicated and extended the findings of Diefendorf and Dodge

72from six and a half decades earlier (Stevens 1974; Holzman et al. 1974b).

73Within 20 years of Holzman and colleagues’ first two eye tracking papers (Holz-

74man et al. 1973, 1974a), over 80 replications of the finding of ETD in schizophrenia

75patients were published. Issues of specificity, psychotropic medication effects, stage

76of illness, temporal stability, and effects of clinical state and attention were

77addressed by independent groups all over the world. Multiple replications of the

78familial aggregation of ETD in relatives of schizophrenia patients also followed,

79suggesting that it might be heritable. Studies of twins discordant for schizophrenia as

80well as healthy twins supported the idea that eye tracking performance was under

81genetic control (Holzman et al. 1977, 1988; Iacono and Lykken 1979; Bell et al.

821994; Katsanis et al. 2000). The elevated rate of ETD in clinically unaffected

83relatives and in clinically discordant co-twins provided evidence that ETD could

84not be attributed to treatment, hospitalization, or other confounding factors. Rather,

85it raised the possibility that ETD might be an alternative manifestation of genetic

86liability for schizophrenia. The significantly higher rate of ETD than recurrence

87risk for schizophrenia in first-degree relatives of schizophrenia patients suggested

88that ETD might be a more penetrant, pleiotropic expression of the same genes that

89were risk factors for the clinical disorder (Holzman et al. 1988; Holzman and

90Matthysse 1990; Matthysse and Parnas 1992). This research also demonstrated the

impair pursuit (Rashbass and Russell 1961; Schalen et al. 1988), suggesting that what appeared at

the time to be an association between clinical state and pursuit performance was actually a drug-

induced epiphenomenon.
2A discussion of possible reasons for the difference between these results and those of earlier

investigators as well as a critical review of the literature on vestibular function in psychopatho-

logical conditions can be found elsewhere (Levy et al. 1983). The status of visual�vestibular

interaction remains unclear, with some data supporting normal responses in schizophrenic patients

(Levy et al. 1978) and other data supporting abnormal responses (Jones and Pivik 1983; Yee et al.

1987; Warren and Ross 1998).

Eye Tracking Dysfunction in Schizophrenia: Characterization and Pathophysiology
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91 value of studying clinically unaffected relatives of patients, a once neglected

92 resource that is now widely utilized in psychopathology research to unravel the

93 pattern of genetic transmission of a schizophrenia-endophenotype complex.

94 The dedication of an entire recent issue of Brain & Cognition [volume 68(3),

95 2008] to eye movement research in psychiatry, coinciding with the 100th anniver-

96 sary of Diefendorf and Dodge’s seminal paper, attests to the importance of eye

97 movement research in psychopathology research. Although schizophrenia has

98 tended to be the primary focus of this research, ocular motor function has been

99 studied in many other psychiatric conditions as well – bipolar, major depressive and

100 obsessive-compulsive disorders, anorexia nervosa, schizophrenia-related personal-

101 ity disorders, substance use (including nicotine effects), schizotypal traits, and

102 childhood and adolescent-onset disorders [e.g., (Iacono et al. 1982; Clementz

103 et al. 1996; Jacobsen et al. 1996; Pallanti et al. 1996, 1998; Thaker et al. 1996a;

104 Bauer 1997; Farber et al. 1997; O’Driscoll et al. 1998; Sweeney et al. 1998b;

105 Gooding et al. 2000; Larrison et al. 2000, 2004; Ross et al. 2000; Kumra et al. 2001;

106 Depatie et al. 2002; Kathmann et al. 2003; Ceballos and Bauer 2004; Lenzenweger

107 and O’Driscoll 2006; Sereno et al. 2009)]. Further, oculomotor control in psychiat-

108 ric populations has now been studied with a range of tasks much broader than the

109 standard pursuit and reflexive saccade paradigms. Researchers have employed tasks

110 that include smooth pursuit during sudden changes in predictable target motion

111 (Allen et al. 1990; Clementz et al. 1996; Thaker et al. 1998, 1999; Trillenberg et al.

112 1998; Hong et al. 2005a; Avila et al. 2006) and pursuit on textured backgrounds

113 (Yee et al. 1987; Schlenker et al. 1994; Arolt et al. 1998; Hutton et al. 2000).

114 In addition, several different voluntary saccade paradigms have been used, includ-

115 ing saccades to predictable targets (Levin et al. 1982; Abel et al. 1992; Clementz

116 et al. 1994; Crawford et al. 1995a, b; Karoumi et al. 1998; Hutton et al. 2001; Krebs

117 et al. 2001; O’Driscoll et al. 2005; Spengler et al. 2006; Sailer et al. 2007) [see also

118 review by (Gooding and Basso 2008); saccades away from targets (antisaccades)

119 (Thaker et al. 1989; Fukushima et al. 1990; Clementz et al. 1994; Sereno and

120 Holzman 1995; Katsanis et al. 1997; McDowell and Clementz 1997; Rosenberg

121 et al. 1997; Hutton et al. 1998; Maruff et al. 1998; O’Driscoll et al. 1998; Gooding

122 1999; Castellanos et al. 2000; Curtis et al. 2001; Gooding and Tallent 2001;

123 Mostofsky et al. 2001; Barton et al. 2002; Sweeney et al. 2002; Brownstein et al.

124 2003; Calkins et al. 2003; Munoz et al. 2003; Ettinger et al. 2004; Levy et al. 2004;

125 Radant et al. 2007; Barton et al. 2008); saccades to remembered or attended targets

126 (Park and Holzman 1992; Ross et al. 1994; Park et al. 1995; Everling et al. 1996;

127 McDowell and Clementz 1996; Sweeney et al. 1998a; Muller et al. 1999; Larrison-

128 Faucher et al. 2002; Winograd-Gurvich et al. 2006)]; and saccades to target

129 sequences (Biscaldi et al. 1998; LeVasseur et al. 2001; Ram-Tsur et al. 2006).

130 Fixation (Amador et al. 1991; Gooding et al. 2000; Munoz et al. 2003; Smyrnis

131 et al. 2004; Barton et al. 2008), the oculocephalic reflex (Lipton et al. 1980), and

132 optokinetic and vestibular responses (Levy et al. 1978, 1983; Latham et al. 1981;

133 Jones and Pivik 1983; Yee et al. 1987; Cooper and Pivik 1991; Warren and Ross

134 1998) have been studied as well.

D.L. Levy et al.
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135The rationale for Diefendorf and Dodge’s study implicitly acknowledged a

136fundamental connection between schizophrenia and brain dysfunction that might

137be elucidated by the investigation of eye movements. Much of the work by modern

138investigators is based on the same assumption. Indeed, one reason that the study of

139eye movements has become so widely adopted in psychopathology laboratories is

140that they can be mapped to specific neural structures [for overviews see (Thier and

141Ilg 2005; Leigh and Zee 2006)]. Investigations of the pathophysiology of ocular

142motor dysfunction using neurologically informative behavioral paradigms hold the

143potential to clarify aspects of normal and disrupted brain circuitry in schizophrenia.

144In this chapter, we present an overview of selected topics relevant to the characteri-

145zation and pathophysiology of smooth pursuit ETD in schizophrenia.

1462 Components of the Smooth Pursuit Eye Tracking Response

147Smooth pursuit eye movements are slow movements of the eye (less than about

148100 deg/s) that function to keep a small moving target on the fovea (the retinal area

149that has the greatest visual acuity) by matching eye velocity to target velocity

150(Lisberger et al. 1987). Saccadic eye movements, on the other hand, rapidly shift

151gaze (up to 900 deg/s) to bring a new target onto the fovea. In general, pursuit

152begins first (latency around 100–150 ms) and is interrupted by an initial catch-up

153saccade (CUS) (latency around 200–250 ms) that brings the target onto the fovea

154(Sereno et al. 2009), after which the two systems work together to maintain it there.

155Pursuit has been divided into two phases, an initiation phase and a maintenance

156phase, which differ in terms of the principal processes driving pursuit. When

157the pursuit system is initially stimulated by the perception of motion across the

158retina, the eye begins to accelerate after a latency of about 100 ms (Lisberger and

159Westbrook 1985; Barnes et al. 1987). The first 100 ms of the pursuit response

160is called pursuit initiation or “open-loop pursuit”. It is driven primarily by the

161perception of a target moving slowly across the retina and reflects an initial estimate

162of the target speed. In this first 100 ms, no feedback from the retina influences the

163motor response, as the delay of information from the retina to the brainstem is

164approximately 100 ms (Krauzlis and Lisberger 1994). However, after 100 ms of

165pursuit, the relevant structures receive feedback from the retina regarding residual

166velocity and position error; at this point, the loop is closed, and the maintenance

167phase of pursuit begins. Pursuit maintenance uses velocity and position information

168from the retina as well as extraretinal information, such as corollary discharge from

169the motor system to sensory regions regarding the pursuit commands being issued,

170information about the position of the eyes in the head and the head in space, and

171accumulating experience with the target.

172To study the smooth pursuit response in the initiation phase without the contri-

173bution of an orienting saccade that brings the target on to the fovea, researchers

174often use the “Rashbass” paradigm (Rashbass 1961). In the Rashbass paradigm

175(illustrated in Fig. 1), the central target steps off the fovea and then ramps

Eye Tracking Dysfunction in Schizophrenia: Characterization and Pathophysiology
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176 (i.e., slides) back toward the fovea at a speed that returns it to center in less than

177 200 ms. Since the latency of a saccade is about 200 ms, and the target is back on the

178 fovea at this point, pursuit begins without being interrupted by a saccade. Thus, by

179 using the Rashbass paradigm, it is possible to isolate the smooth component

180 of pursuit initiation. The integrity of pursuit initiation is quantified using measures

181 of eye velocity or acceleration during the first 100 ms of pursuit as well as

182 pursuit latency.

183 The adequacy of the pursuit response during the maintenance phase is often

184 quantified by “pursuit gain” (the ratio of eye velocity to target velocity). The closer

185 pursuit gain is to 1.0, the greater is the correspondence between the eye velocity and

186 target velocity, and the more stable the target is on the fovea.3 When pursuit gain is

187 less than 1.0, the eyes are moving slower than the target, and compensatory CUSs

188 can be used to reposition the eyes on the target (see Fig. 2, top tracing). Conversely,

189 when gain is greater than 1.0, the eyes are moving faster than the target, and

190 compensatory back-up saccades bring the eyes back to the target. For predictable

191 target trajectories, such as sinusoidal waveforms (e.g., Figs. 2 and 4) and constant

192 velocity ramps (e.g., Fig. 3), the match between eye velocity and target velocity can

193 be quantified either as average gain across the trace or, in the case of sinusoidal

194 targets, “peak gain” (gain during a brief period when target velocity is highest).

195 Saccades that occur during pursuit can be classified as compensatory or intru-

196 sive. Compensatory saccades include catch-up and back-up saccades that reposition

197 the eyes on the target and thus reduce position error. Intrusive saccades, in contrast,

198 disrupt the correspondence between the eye and target position and increase posi-

199 tion error. Three types of intrusive saccades have been included in the quantitative

Fig. 1 Schematic presentation of a foveopetal (Rashbass type) step-ramp task used to assess

pursuit initiation and pursuit gain. Reprinted with permission from Sweeney et al. (1998a)

3This function of gain was discovered by the same Dodge who collaborated with Diefendorf in the

first study of oculomotor function in schizophrenia (Dodge 1903).

D.L. Levy et al.
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Fig. 2 A 0.1 Hz sinusoidal target (lighter gray) and simulations of low gain pursuit and catch-up

saccades (CUS) (top), square wave jerks (SWJ) (middle), and anticipatory saccades (AS) (bottom).
Adapted with permission from Abel and Ziegler (1988)
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200 characterization of ETD in psychiatric populations. Square wave jerks (SWJ)

201 consist of oppositely directed pairs of small (1–5�) saccades in which the first

202 saccade takes the eyes off the target and the second saccade returns the eyes to the

203 target. The intersaccadic interval is �130–450 ms, during which pursuit continues

204 (Fig. 2, middle tracing). Anticipatory saccades (AS) are large amplitude (>4–5�)
205 saccades that move the eyes ahead of the target and are followed by periods of low

206 gain pursuit (Fig. 2, bottom tracing; Fig. 3a) (Abel and Ziegler 1988; Leigh and Zee

207 2006). Leading saccades are saccades that take the eyes ahead of the target but have

208 no minimum amplitude criterion, and are generally in the 1–4� range (Fig. 3b)

209 (Ross et al. 1999). Other types of saccadic intrusions are found in certain neuro-

210 logical populations, but have not been studied in psychiatric populations (e.g.,

211 macro-SWJ, macrosaccadic oscillations, ocular flutter, and opsoclonus) (Leigh

212 and Zee 2006).

213 3 Characterization of ETD

214 The early years of modern studies of ETD used global ratings that were either

215 qualitative or quantitative. Qualitative ratings were judgments of how closely the

216 eye position trace corresponded to the target position trace, either by dichotomizing

Fig. 3 Two segments of eye movement tracing. Dotted lines represent target motion as it moves

from right (top) to left (bottom) at 16.7 deg/s. Seven hundred milliseconds are presented in each

tracing. Arrows identify anticipatory saccades. Panel A: A large anticipatory saccade with an

amplitude of 6.9�, followed by 312 ms of slowed smooth pursuit at 6 deg/s, then 110 ms of slowed

smooth pursuit at 8 deg/s, followed by a saccade to return gaze to target location. Panel B: A small

anticipatory saccade (or leading saccade, LS) with an amplitude of 2.7�, followed by 210 ms of

slowed smooth pursuit at 7 deg/s. Reprinted with permission from Ross et al. (1999)

D.L. Levy et al.
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217the degree of correspondence as “normal” or “abnormal,” or by using an ordinal

218scale to reflect varying degrees of deviation from the position trace (Fig. 4).

219Quantitative measures included frequency of velocity arrests, the natural logarithm

220of the signal-to-noise ratio, root mean square error, and total saccade frequency,

221among others [for a review see (Levy et al. 1993)]. These measures consistently

222established the presence of an eye tracking abnormality in schizophrenia patients

223and their relatives. Indeed, in two recent meta-analyses, global measures such

224as these had among the largest effect sizes (Calkins et al. 2008; O’Driscoll and

225Callahan 2008).

226Although global measures are effective in identifying deviance, a disadvantage

227of these measures is that they cannot specify what is abnormal about the eye

228tracking. As Abel and Ziegler pointed out, global measures do not distinguish

229between “abnormalities of pursuit” and “abnormalities during pursuit” (Abel and

230Ziegler 1988). Specifically, global measures could not distinguish among abnorm-

231alities of the smooth pursuit system, disinhibition of the saccadic system, or some

232combination (Levin 1984). Thus, they cannot provide insight into the processes or

233physiological substrates of eye tracking deviance.

234Specific measures of pursuit, however, can help to clarify the nature of the

235deficit. For example, saccadic intrusions in the context of normal gain suggest

236disinhibition of the saccadic system. Reduced gain in the context of increased CUS

237implicates a disturbance in the pursuit system for which CUSs are compensating.

238Decreased gain with no increase in CUS suggests a pursuit disturbance as well as

239increased tolerance for position error. The converse, normal gain in the context of

240increased compensatory saccades, indicates reduced tolerance for position error

241(Levy et al. 1993). As these various scenarios make clear, parsing ETD into its

Fig. 4 Illustrative tracings of smooth pursuit eye movements of a schizophrenia patient (top panel)
and of a normal control (middle panel). The target is a 0.4 Hz sine wave (bottom panel, dotted
line). The record of the schizophrenia patient shows many irregularities that suggest low gain

pursuit with frequent catch-up saccades. The record of the normal control shows an occasional

small catch-up saccade. Reprinted with permission from Holzman (2000)

Eye Tracking Dysfunction in Schizophrenia: Characterization and Pathophysiology
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242 specific components is an essential step both toward identifying the specific pro-

243 cesses that underlie ETDs and identifying the pathophysiological substrates of

244 the deficits.

245 A recent meta-analysis of ETD in schizophrenia quantified the results of studies

246 that used global and specific measures (O’Driscoll and Callahan 2008). The analy-

247 sis included studies comparing pursuit in schizophrenia patients and controls pub-

248 lished subsequent to a 1993 review (Levy et al. 1993). Fifty-nine studies met

249 criteria for inclusion and involved 2,107 schizophrenia patients and 1,965 controls.

250 A summary of mean effect sizes and 95% confidence intervals for different eye

251 tracking measures is shown in Fig. 5 (from O’Driscoll and Callahan (2008) with

252 permission). The analysis confirmed strong differences between schizophrenia

253 patients and controls in eye tracking performance for global and certain specific

254 measures. The effect sizes (Cohen’s d) for global variables were large; indeed, the
255 largest effect size was obtained for qualitative ratings (d ¼ 1.55). The latter finding

256 is consistent with several reports indicating that qualitative ratings discriminate

Fig. 5 Mean effect size and confidence intervals for patient-control differences in 16 measures of

eye tracking performance. To allow a visual comparison of the magnitude of the effects, all ds
have been made negative. Positive ds that have been reversed for the figure have “rev” appended to
the variable name. The actual sign of the d based on the formula meanSz-MEANCOntrol/(Pooled

SD) is shown in Table 3 of the published paper. Reprinted with permission from O’Driscoll and

Callahan (2008)

D.L. Levy et al.
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257patients and relatives from controls better than specific quantitative measures [e.g.,

258(Friedman et al. 1995; Keefe et al. 1997; Levy et al. 2000)]. Two of the specific

259indices, maintenance gain and leading saccade rate (i.e., anticipatory saccades with

260no minimum amplitude criterion) had large effect sizes (d ¼ �0.87 and d ¼ 1.31,

261respectively)4 as well as the smallest and largest 95% confidence intervals, respec-

262tively. The effect size for total saccade rate was also large. Effect sizes in the

263medium range were found for CUS, open-loop gain, and predictive gain measures

264(the latter variables are discussed below). O’Driscoll and Callahan concluded that

265the results did “not yield a clear-cut distinction between involvement of the pursuit

266or saccade system in the eye tracking deficit in schizophrenia; both pursuit and

267intrusive saccade measures yield at least one large effect size. It is also clear. . . that
268global measures generally yield larger effect sizes than specific measures” (p. 366).

269These findings notwithstanding, the authors correctly recognized that “in terms of

270neurophysiological informativeness, specific measures . . . allow precise hypotheses

271to be generated . . . in relation to areas in the pursuit pathway” (p. 366). They also

272noted several important caveats in interpreting the results of the meta-analysis.

273First, the amount of the recording on which a dependent measure is based seemed to

274be positively correlated with effect size. Qualitative ratings and maintenance gain,

275for example, are based on a larger proportion of the record than variables that, of

276necessity, are based on smaller segments (e.g., open-loop gain, predictive gain). As

277the reliability of a variable increases with the amount of data used to measure it,

278variables that are measured for longer periods of time may produce stronger results

279because of their enhanced statistical properties. Second, effect sizes for main-

280tenance gain and CUS varied as a function of matching for sex in patients and

281controls, with larger effect sizes when the groups were matched than when they

282were not matched. This finding reflects a minor tendency for men to have higher

283maintenance gain than women (Lenzenweger and O’Driscoll 2006) and for men to

284be over-represented in patient samples.

285In a recent complementary meta-analysis of studies on first-degree relatives of

286schizophrenia patients, Calkins and colleagues reported very similar results to those

287of O’Driscoll and Callahan. They found the largest effect sizes for global measures

288and for the specific measures, maintenance gain, and anticipatory saccades (a subset

289of leading saccades) (Calkins et al. 2008).

290One possible reason for the apparent superiority of global ratings in terms of

291differentiating patients from controls is that global measures sum across different

292types of deficits in much the same way that in a depression questionnaire, the global

293question “Have you been been feeling down, depressed or hopeless?” will identify

294more individuals who subsequently meet criteria for depression than specific items

295like “Do you have trouble sleeping?” Global ratings average across different kinds

296of deviance that express or present in different severities in different individuals,

297while specific measures do not have this flexibility.

4Positive and negative values for effect sizes correspond to whether patients had higher or lower

mean scores than controls, respectively.

Eye Tracking Dysfunction in Schizophrenia: Characterization and Pathophysiology
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298 One advantage of global measures of ETD, in addition to their greater sensitivity

299 to between-group differences, is that they can be used to take into account the within-

300 group heterogeneity in ways that specific measures often do not or cannot [see

301 (Gibbons et al. 1984; Levy et al. 1993) for detailed discussions of the use of mixture

302 analysis to resolve within-group heterogeneity; see (Levy et al. 2000) for an example

303 of how global and specific measures can be used in tandem to clarify the nature of

304 within-group heterogeneity; see (Buchsbaum and Rieder 1979) for a discussion of

305 the impact of heterogeneity on traditional between-group comparisons].

306 In both the above meta-analyses, it is important to note that the amount of

307 research devoted to different specific measures varied widely (e.g., from five studies

308 of schizophrenia for predictive gain to 42 for maintenance gain, and generally fewer

309 for each variable in relatives). Thus, for some of the newest measures where there

310 are not enough data currently to draw firm conclusions, there should be some caution

311 in interpretation.

312 4 Pathophysiology of ETD

313 Below, we discuss several different approaches to identifying the neural substrates

314 of ETD, each of which draws heavily on the effects of spontaneously occurring

315 lesions in humans and experimental lesions and single-cell recordings in nonhuman

316 primates. We begin with investigations of motion processing, a sensory function

317 mediated in extrastriatal regions, and proceed to investigations of higher-order

318 cognitive contributions that implicate regions later in the pursuit pathway.

319 4.1 Behavioral Evaluations of the Contribution of Motion
320 Processing to ETD

321 A key component of the pursuit response is the processing of target velocity. This

322 component contributes more to pursuit initiation, or “open-loop” pursuit, than to

323 pursuit maintenance (Lisberger et al. 1987). This is because, generally, the stimulus

324 for pursuit initiation is the movement of a novel target across the retina, the velocity

325 of which must initially be estimated entirely perceptually. Once the maintenance

326 phase of pursuit begins, other components of the pursuit response – predictions

327 regarding target movement based on velocity memory, corollary discharge of the

328 motor command to sensory areas regarding movement of the eyes in the head and

329 the head in space, etc. – begin to contribute; at the same time, motion changes on

330 the retina (i.e., retinal slip) decrease as the eye and target are now moving at

331 approximately the same speed in the same direction.

332 Two regions of the extrastriate cortex, the middle temporal (MT) area and

333 adjacent medial superior temporal (MST) area (in humans V5/V5a), play a critical
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334role in the processing of visual motion. These regions respond to the passive

335perception of moving stimuli during smooth pursuit (Zeki 1974; Van Essen and

336Maunsell 1983). When these motion-sensitive regions of the brain are damaged,

337initial pursuit eye velocity is reduced, pursuit latency is increased, and motion

338perception is temporarily impaired (Wurtz et al. 1990).

339Psychophysical studies investigating the potential contribution of motion pro-

340cessing deficits to ETD have taken several approaches. The first approach requires

341participants to make judgments about the velocity or direction of a motion stimulus

342(e.g., Fig. 6). The second approach requires participants to generate saccades

343to moving targets based on their velocity and direction (Figs. 1 and 7). Both

344approaches have been shown to index the integrity of extrastriate motion areas in

345nonhuman primates and in neurological populations. Nonhuman primates with

346lesions of MT (but not with lesions of the frontal eye fields) generate saccades

347that underestimate target speed, suggesting that the accuracy of saccades to moving

348targets is sensitive and somewhat specific to the integrity of extrastriate motion

349areas (Newsome et al. 1985; Thurston et al. 1988). The third approach involves

350evaluating the integrity of open-loop pursuit vs. closed-loop pursuit with the

351expectation that open-loop would be more compromised than closed-loop if motion

352processing were the major contributor to tracking deficits. The reason is that

353prediction is the predominant driver of closed-loop pursuit (Vandenberg 1988),

354while motion perception is the predominant driver of open-loop pursuit (Lisberger

355et al. 1987). In the two oculomotor approaches, the contribution of prediction to

356performance (which can compensate for motion perception deficits) can be con-

357trolled by varying target velocity, direction, and timing on a trial-by-trial basis (see

358Figs. 1 and 7).

3594.1.1 Psychophysical Judgment Studies of Motion Perception

360Using a standard motion perception task, one early study addressed the question of

361whether motion perception contributed to ETD in schizophrenia (Stuve et al. 1997).

362This study used a direction discrimination paradigm to assess motion perception in

363patients with schizophrenia and controls. In this task, participants watch a screen

364in which hundreds of dots move in random directions (illustrated in Fig. 8). The

365proportion of dots that move in a fixed direction (i.e., “motion coherence”) is

366varied, and the level of coherence that is needed to correctly identify the direction

367is the individual’s motion perception threshold (Newsome and Pare 1988). This

368task has been extensively used in single-unit recordings from nonhuman primates

369and has also been used in studies of neurological populations with lesions to MT/

370MST. Neuronal firing in this region significantly predicts the direction the monkey

371will choose on a trial-by-trial basis (Britten et al. 1996); stimulation of neurons in

372MT biases the monkey’s judgment in the preferred direction of the stimulated

373neurons (Salzman et al. 1992). Lesions to MT/MST significantly increase direction

374discrimination thresholds in nonhuman primates (Newsome and Pare 1988) and in a

375patient with a V5 (MT) lesion (Baker et al. 1991). Stuve and colleagues found that
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376 patients with schizophrenia had significantly elevated motion thresholds that were

377 correlated with pursuit deficits but not with performance on a sustained attention

378 task. Accumulating research has provided consistent evidence that schizophrenia

379 patients have a higher threshold for detecting the direction of coherent motion than

380 controls (Wertheim et al. 1985; Stuve et al. 1997; Li 2002; Chen et al. 2003;

Task 1: Velocity Discrimination
                Which Grating Is Moving Faster?

Stimulus 1

Stimulus 1

Stimulus 1 Stimulus 2

Task 3: Orientation Discrimination
              Which Grating Is Tilting to the Right?

Stimulus 2

Stimulus 2

Task 2: Contrast Detection
                Which Stimulus Contains the Grating?

Fig. 6 A schematic representation of the stimuli used for the velocity discrimination, contrast

detection, and orientation discrimination tasks. Reprinted with permission from Chen et al.

(1999a)
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381Slaghuis et al. 2005, 2007a; Kim et al. 2006) and three of these studies found that

382the magnitude of the deficit correlated with closed-loop gain (Stuve et al. 1997;

383Slaghuis et al. 2005, 2007b).

384Another method of assessing the functional integrity of the motion processing

385system is to measure the amount of contrast necessary to perform a velocity

386discrimination task. When the processing of visual signals is impaired, higher levels

387of contrast are necessary (Plant and Nakayama 1993; Pasternak and Merrigan

3881994). Thus, measuring contrast sensitivity during velocity discrimination

389can index the integrity of the motion processing system. Contrast sensitivity during

390other visual conditions, such as the detection of contrast independent of movement

391and orientation discrimination, provides valuable control conditions for movement

100 % Right 50 % Right 0 %

Fig. 8 Schematic representation of coherent motion at 100, 50, and 0% movement in a rightward

direction. In the actual stimulus display, the dots moving coherently and those moving at random

(i.e., noise) are the same color. Reprinted with permission from Slaghuis et al. (2007b)

Fig. 7 Schematic presentation of a foveofugal step-ramp task used to assess the use of motion

information by the pursuit and saccadic eye movement systems. Reprinted with permission from

Sweeney et al. (1998a)
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392 per se (examples of stimuli used for velocity discrimination, contrast detection, and

393 orientation discrimination tasks are shown in Fig. 6). Chen and colleagues used this

394 approach to establish a selective deficit in motion processing in schizophrenia that

395 correlated with pursuit performance. They found that non-hospitalized schizo-

396 phrenia patients needed higher amounts of contrast than controls to detect small

397 differences in velocity (11 vs. 9 deg/s), but not to detect large differences in velocity

398 (15 vs. 5 deg/s) (Fig. 9, top). The groups did not differ in detecting contrast or

399 orientation (Fig. 9, bottom) (Chen et al. 1999a). The deficits were found in patients

400 (Fig. 10) and in their clinically unaffected relatives (Fig. 11) at intermediate

Normal Controls (n=18)
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Detection, 0 Degrees/s

Velocity Difference, Degrees/s

Orientation Difference, Degrees

Normal Controls (n=18)

Schizophrenic Patients (n=15)

Schizophrenic Patients (n=15)

1000

100

10
15-5 11-9

1000

100

10
20 4

Fig. 9 Top panel: Contrast sensitivity for contrast detection (left panel) and for velocity discrimi-

nation (right panel). The groups differed significantly only on velocity discriminations of 11 vs.

9 deg/s. Bottom panel: Contrast sensitivity for detection (left panel) and for orientation discrimi-

nation (right panel). Patients and normal controls performed similarly. Reprinted with permission

from Chen et al. (1999a)
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401velocities (e.g., 10 deg/s), but not at slow (3.8 deg/s) and fast (26.2 deg/s) velocities

402(Chen et al. 1999c). At slow and fast velocities, non-velocity cues can be used

403to help make velocity discriminations – position information at slow velocities

404(McKee 1981; Nakayama and Tyler 1981) and contrast differences at fast

405velocities (Pantle 1978). Manipulations to remove these non-velocity cues raised

406the velocity thresholds of both patients and relatives, indicating that the deficit

407was velocity-specific and could be partially compensated for by reliance on non-

408velocity cues (Chen et al. 1999c).
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Fig. 10 Comparison of velocity discrimination of schizophrenia and normal control groups. (a)

Group ratios (schizophrenia/normal control) of Weber thresholds plotted as a function of base

velocity. The Weber fraction (DV/V) is the just-noticeable differences between the velocities of the
targets being compared. A ratio of unity, shown in the dotted horizontal line, indicates equivalent
performance by the two groups. The larger the ratio is, the higher the velocity discrimination

threshold of the patients relative to the normal controls. The asterisk and cross sign represent the

group ratios after exposure time for the 3.8 deg/s target (asterisk), and the amount of contrast for

the 26.2 deg/s target (cross sign) was randomized. (b) Histograms in the three panels (from left to

right) represent distributions of individual patients’ thresholds at the slowest (3.8 deg/s), middle

(10 deg/s), and fastest (26.2 deg/s) base velocities. The vertical line in each panel indicates the

median threshold of the normal control group. Reprinted with permission from Chen et al. (1999c)
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409 A subsequent study isolated the motion deficit to later stages of visual processing

410 (Chen et al. 2004). However, studies done by other laboratories have suggested

411 deficits in early visual processing as well (Schwartz et al. 1987; Slaghius 1998;

412 Butler et al. 2001; Green et al. 2003; Coleman et al. 2009; also see Slaghuis et al.

413 2007a).

414 We could find only one study that examined the relationship between open-

415 loop gain (Fig. 12) and motion perception measures (Chen et al. 1999b). These

416 authors found an association between both open- and closed-loop gain and reduced

417 sensitivity for velocity discrimination, supporting a connection between impaired

418 motion processing and deficits in both the initiation and maintenance of pursuit

419 (Chen et al. 1999b). The stronger association with open-loop gain (r ¼ 0.70,

420 p < 0.01, n ¼ 15; Fig. 13), which depends on sensory input without feedback

421 about target position, than for closed-loop gain (r ¼ 0.53, p < 0.05, n ¼ 15) is

422 expected, given the primacy of motion processing in driving pursuit in the open-

423 loop phase.
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Fig. 11 Comparison of velocity discrimination between first-degree relatives of schizophrenia

patients and normal controls. (a) Group ratio (as in Fig. 10, but here for relatives/normal controls)

of Weber fraction thresholds plotted as a function of base velocity. The asterisk and cross sign
represent group ratios after exposure time and amounts of contrast of the two velocity comparison

targets were randomized. (b) Histograms in the three panels represent, from left to right, the

distributions of individual relatives’ thresholds at the slowest, middle, and fastest velocities. Other

details are similar to those in Fig. 10. Reprinted with permission from Chen et al. (1999c)
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Fig. 12 Step-ramp pursuit of a normal control (left) and a schizophrenia patient (right). The target
(dotted line) steps abruptly to the left and remains stationary for 200 ms before beginning

a 20 deg/s ramp trajectory to the right. The open-loop period, denoted by the black horizontal
bars, begins 130 ms after the target starts its ramp and continues for 100 ms. In response, at about

150 ms after the start of the ramp, the normal control begins a smooth eye movement that

accelerates at a rate that is discernibly faster than that of the schizophrenia patient, whose initial

eye movement barely accelerates. Reprinted with permission from Chen et al. (1999b)
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Fig. 13 Scatter diagram of the relationship within the schizophrenia group (n ¼ 15) between

open-loop acceleration for the 10 deg/s target and velocity discrimination between two targets

(11 deg/s vs. 9 deg/s). Reprinted with permission from Chen et al. (1999b)
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424 4.1.2 Saccadic Studies of Motion Perception

425 Several groups have assessed motion processing in schizophrenia by evaluating the

426 accuracy of saccades to moving targets (Clementz 1996; Thaker et al. 1996b;

427 Sweeney et al. 1998a, 1999; Lencer et al. 2004). This paradigm originated in the

428 nonhuman primate literature and involves targets that step off the fovea and then

429 ramp either away from the fovea (foveofugal) or toward the fovea (foveopetal) at

430 different speeds (Newsome et al. 1985) (Figs. 1 and 7, respectively). MT lesions

431 increase saccade latency and reduce the sensitivity of saccade amplitude to differ-

432 ences in ramp speed and ramp direction (i.e., foveofugal vs. foveopetal) (Newsome

433 et al. 1985). All studies of schizophrenia have found that patients adjust saccadic

434 amplitude according to ramp speed and direction to the same extent as controls and

435 have normal saccade latencies (Clementz 1996; Thaker et al. 1996b; Sweeney et al.

436 1998a, 1999; Lencer et al. 2004) regardless of medication status and chronicity

437 (Sweeney et al. 1998a, 1999). These studies suggest that saccadic motion estimates

438 are unaffected in schizophrenia (Sweeney et al. 1998a, 1999), a conclusion that is

439 inconsistent with patients’ performance on motion perception tests. One possible

440 explanation for this inconsistency is that motion perception studies have found

441 impairments in fine velocity discriminations (e.g., 9 vs. 11 deg/s target speeds) but

442 not in gross velocity discriminations (e.g., 5 vs. 15 deg/s) (Chen et al. 1999a).

443 Studies that used saccades-to-moving-target paradigms in schizophrenia have gen-

444 erally used ramp speeds that differ widely (e.g., 8 vs. 16 deg/s, and even 8 vs.

445 24 deg/s, 9 vs. 27 deg/s), partly because saccadic endpoints to moving targets have

446 some scatter, and larger differences in target speeds allow clearer distinctions

447 between endpoints. However, the large differences in target speeds may reduce

448 the difficulty of the motion component of the task and allow non-velocity cues (for

449 example, changes in contrast and position) to aid saccade targeting.

450 4.1.3 Pursuit Initiation Studies

451 Several studies have used pursuit initiation in schizophrenia to examine the contri-

452 bution of motion processing to pursuit deficits. Larger deficits in pursuit initiation

453 (open-loop pursuit) than in pursuit maintenance (closed-loop pursuit) would be

454 consistent with an impairment in motion processing. Deficits similar in magnitude

455 in the two phases, or larger in the pursuit maintenance phase, suggest deficits in

456 other functions (prediction, corollary discharge) that play a greater role in closed-

457 loop pursuit (see Sect. 2, Components of the Eye Tracking Response). Pursuit

458 initiation has been studied both subsequent to the initial saccade (Feil 1997;

459 Sweeney et al. 1999; Chen et al. 1999b; Sherr et al. 2002; Lencer et al. 2004;

460 Avila et al. 2006) and without an initial saccade using the Rashbass paradigm

461 (Clementz 1996; Ross et al. 1996; Farber et al. 1997; Radant et al. 1997; Hong et al.

462 2003). The schizophrenia-control difference in average effect size for studies that

463 eliminate the saccade (d ¼ �0.54 � 0.28) vs. those that do not (d ¼ �0.36

� 0.62) is modest, and the average effect size across studies of open-loop pursuit
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465is medium (see Fig. 5). Eight studies measured open- and closed-loop pursuit in the

466same patients (Clementz and McDowell 1994; Farber et al. 1997; Feil 1997; Radant

467et al. 1997; Sweeney et al. 1999; Chen et al. 1999b; Sherr et al. 2002; Lencer et al.

4682004). Five of these studies found larger effects for open-loop than for closed-loop

469pursuit (Clementz and McDowell 1994; Radant et al. 1997; Sweeney et al. 1999;

470Chen et al. 1999b; Lencer et al. 2004),5 two studies found larger effects for closed-

471loop than for open-loop pursuit (Sherr et al. 2002; Hong et al. 2003), and one study

472found no deficits in closed-loop pursuit or in pursuit acceleration during the first

473100 ms (Farber et al. 1997).6 However, across all studies published since 1993

474(which include all open-loop studies and a large subset of closed-loop studies),

475open-loop pursuit measures have yielded a medium effect size, d of �0.45 (�0.47,

476n ¼ 12), whereas closed-loop pursuit gain has yielded a large effect size, d, of
477�0.87 (�0.42, n ¼ 42). For measures of both open- and closed-loop pursuit,

478deficits have been found even in neuroleptic naı̈ve and unmedicated patients

479(Hutton et al. 1998; Sweeney et al. 1998a, 1999; Thaker et al. 1999; Lencer et al.

4802008). These findings suggest that if motion processing deficits contribute to ETD,

481higher-order processes that would normally compensate for motion processing

482deficits are affected as well. In the studies by Sweeney and colleagues (Sweeney

483et al. 1998a, 1999), schizophrenia patients had delayed pursuit initiation and

484decreased closed-loop gain, normal CUS latency and amplitude, and reduced gain

485of postsaccadic pursuit compared with controls. The authors concluded that the

486pattern of deficits was consistent with involvement of FEF AU3(Sharpe and Morrow

4871991; Keating 1993). The pattern seen after MT lesions – which is similar but

488includes dysmetric saccades to moving targets (Newsome et al. 1985; Thurston

489et al. 1988) – was not observed and seemed to militate against a motion processing

490explanation of pursuit deficits (but see caveat in Sect. 4.1.2).

4914.2 Extraretinal Processes in Pursuit

492The robust deficits in maintenance pursuit in schizophrenia [see (O’Driscoll and

493Callahan 2008)] could reflect impairments in extraretinal processes, rather than or

494as well as deficits in motion processing. Recent studies have focused on whether the

495predictive component of pursuit is impaired in schizophrenia as prediction of target

496movement is critical to high-gain closed-loop pursuit (Vandenberg 1988). An early

497psychophysical study addressed this question by having patients and controls watch

498a smoothly moving target disappear behind a screen and press a button at the

499moment they expected the target to reappear (Hooker and Park 2000). Patients

500had larger timing errors than controls, consistent with a deficit in motion prediction

5Larger for 10 deg/s targets, no difference for 20 deg/s targets.
6Differences were found in the last 40 ms of pursuit initiation, but not in the first 60 ms. Other

investigators averaged across these epochs.
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501 and the finding could not be attributed to motor slowing. Other studies of prediction

502 have analyzed the speed of pursuit during brief periods when the target disappears.

503 Figure 14 shows an example of a paradigm used to evaluate the predictive compo-

504 nent of pursuit. Masking the trajectory of the pursuit target for short periods (i.e.,

505 500 ms) eliminates retinal feedback and requires that extraretinal information, such

506 as corollary discharge, velocity memory, and predictions regarding the target

507 movement, drive pursuit (Lisberger et al. 1987; Newsome et al. 1988). The ratio

508 of eye velocity to target velocity during epochs when the target is masked (i.e.,

509 predictive gain) indexes the efficacy of extraretinal signals in sustaining pursuit.

510 A few studies have reported that schizophrenia patients (Thaker et al. 1999; Hong

511 et al. 2003, 2005a), as well as their clinically unaffected relatives (Thaker et al.

512 1998, 2003; Hong et al. 2008), have lower predictive gain than controls.

513 A decrease in eye velocity during target blanking could reflect a reduction of

514 motion signals in memory or a reduction in the gain of the signals driving the

515 smooth pursuit system (Orban de Xivry et al. 2008). The effect sizes for this deficit

516 are in the medium range. However, as larger effect sizes are found for measures of

517 closed-loop pursuit (Fig. 5) that combine prediction and retinal information (i.e., gain
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Fig. 14 The top panel shows eye and target velocity data, and the bottom panel shows

corresponding position data from a 500-ms mask occurring during a ramp. Eye velocity remained

unchanged for about 95 ms after the target was extinguished (B), presumably still influenced by the

prior closed-loop response. After this initial period, the eye velocity stabilized to a lower level

(58% of the closed-loop response) (C), arguably the response based on extraretinal motion signals.

Residual predictive gain was calculated by dividing average eye velocity during C by expected

target velocity. The transition point from closed-loop to extraretinal response (A) was identified by

an algorithm. The program searched for the time point within the mask when the eye velocity first

decreased by 50% of the premask value. From this point backwards, the algorithm searches for the

local minimum or maximum value (depending on target direction) by analyzing the smoothed first

(velocity) and second (acceleration) derivatives of position. This is identified as the transition

point. Reprinted with permission from Thaker et al. (2003)
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518and leading saccades), ETD likely reflects impairments in both motion processing

519and in prediction, implicating motion areas and FEF, or possibly other areas

520in which both motion signals and predictive signals are represented [e.g., MST

521(Newsome et al. 1988); ventral intraparietal area (Schlack et al. 2003)].

522The FEF contribution to pursuit has been studied in both nonhuman primates and

523in neurological populations. The characteristic features of pursuit after damage to

524the FEFs in nonhuman primates and in neurological populations include low initial

525and maintenance gain7 (Keating 1991; MacAvoy et al. 1991; Rivaud et al. 1994;

526Morrow and Sharpe 1995; Heide et al. 1996; Lekwuwa and Barnes 1996; Shi et al.

5271998) and impaired predictive pursuit (pursuit during target blanking) (Keating

5281991, 1993; MacAvoy et al. 1991). In FEFs, the smooth velocity of the eye is rate-

529coded, such that increased eye velocity is associated with increased firing (Gottlieb

530et al. 1994). Microstimulation of FEF neurons increases smooth eye velocity

531(Gottlieb et al. 1993). Predictive pursuit, or pursuit during target blanking, is

532thought to depend on a neural representation of target motion. Neural correlates

533of internal representations of target motion, even changing target motion, have been

534found in FEFs, with neural activity coding target motion estimates during target

535blanking (Tanaka and Fukushima 1998; Barborica and Ferrera 2003, 2004; Xiao

536et al. 2003). Such a representation might be reconstructed from an efference copy of

537the pursuit motor command combined with retinal slip when the target is visible.

538The FEFs are also thought to play a critical role in controlling the “gain” of the

539signals driving pursuit (Tanaka and Lisberger 2001, 2002a, b). This notion of

540“gain” is distinct from pursuit gain, and describes the amplification of the pursuit

541response to visual or predictive signals driving pursuit. Tanaka and Lisberger

542showed that microstimulation of the pursuit area of the FEFs increases the gain of

543the pursuit system, that is, increases the magnitude of the pursuit response to retinal

544slip (Tanaka and Lisberger 2002c). In humans, transcranial magnetic stimulation of

545the FEFs also increases the magnitude of the pursuit response to predicted target

546motion (Gagnon et al. 2006).

547Neurons in MST are sensitive to velocity and direction signals on the retina

548(Newsome et al. 1985), and also code extraretinal information, in that neurons

549in MST continue to fire during pursuit of a target that has briefly disappeared

550(Newsome et al. 1988; Bremmer et al. 1997). The extraretinal firing may code

551corollary discharge from motor areas (Newsome and Pare 1988; Komatsu and

552Wurtz 1989) or a representation of target movement in space (Thier and Erickson

5531992). In nonhuman primates, lesions to MST do not affect saccades to moving

554targets (Fig. 1), but lesions to MST do reduce closed-loop pursuit gain (postsacca-

555dic pursuit in Figs. 1 and 7) (Dursteler andWurtz 1988) and reduce eye acceleration

556during pursuit initiation (Fig. 12). Lesions to the lateral portion of MST reduce

557sensitivity to retinal slip during ongoing pursuit (Komatsu and Wurtz 1989).

7If lesion is unilateral, deficits may be for ipsiversive pursuit only (Morrow and Sharpe 1995) or

may affect pursuit in both directions (Lekwuwa and Barnes 1996).
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558 4.3 Neuroimaging of Pursuit and Component Processes

559 Several neuroimaging studies have investigated the neural substrates of ETD in

560 schizophrenia patients and in their first-degree relatives. Paradigms used have

561 included closed-loop smooth pursuit and predictive pursuit as well as tasks tapping

562 motion perception.

563 An early imaging study relating neural activation to ETD found that reduced

564 FEF activation during an attentional task was correlated with measures of pursuit

565 quality outside the scanner (Ross et al. 1995). Subsequent studies of ETD in patients

566 have compared the activation observed during smooth pursuit in schizophrenia

567 patients with that seen in controls. Results are somewhat difficult to summarize

568 across studies because coordinates differ by up to 4 cm across studies for both

569 putative MT/MST and for FEF. Setting these anatomical discrepancies aside, a few

570 studies have reported lower activation in schizophrenia patients than in controls in

571 MT/MST (Lencer et al. 2005; Keedy et al. 2006) and an adjacent anterior temporal

572 region (Hong et al. 2005b), as well as in FEFs (Tregellas et al. 2004; Hong et al.

573 2005b; Keedy et al. 2006), supplementary eye fields (Hong et al. 2005b), parietal

574 cortex (Keedy et al. 2006), and cingulate (Hong et al. 2005b; Keedy et al. 2006).

575 Differences have also been found outside the traditional pursuit pathway, with

576 replications of increased activity in patients in hippocampus (Tregellas et al.

577 2004; Tanabe et al. 2006), thalamus (Tregellas et al. 2004; Nagel et al. 2007),

578 and right fusiform gyrus (Tregellas et al. 2004; Tanabe et al. 2006). The scatter in

579 coordinates for canonical regions does not occur in comparing pursuit to fixation,

580 but in comparing the pursuit-related activation in schizophrenia to pursuit-related

581 activation in controls. These outlying activations, which fall in the periphery of a

582 region of interest, could result from a comparison of two different size peaks (in

583 controls vs. patients) centered on the same location. Higher peaks have wider

584 peripheries (due to spatial smoothing), so two activations in the same location

585 may yield maximal statistical differences in the periphery of the peaks where

586 standard deviations for the group with the small peak will be very low.

587 There are several limitations in the interpretation of these studies. First, for most

588 studies, differences in activations between groups may not be due to ETD, but

589 rather to other factors associated with the diagnosis (e.g., medication, institutional-

590 ization) that could affect brain function. To minimize these differences, Keedy and

591 colleagues (2006) included only first-episode, neuroleptic-naive patients; their

592 study found extensive deficits in pursuit activation, and the authors concluded

593 that there was a “system-wide” involvement of cortical oculomotor areas. Another

594 limitation of most of the studies is that schizophrenia patients with pursuit deficits

595 are compared with controls with no pursuit deficits. Since the groups differ in eye

596 tracking performance, activation differences between the groups may simply reflect

597 group differences in engagement in the task. Hong and colleagues attempted to

598 minimize this problem by comparing patients and controls who were matched for

599 average pursuit performance. Group differences in visual processing areas

600 (increased activation), and in FEFs and supplementary eye fields (decreases in
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601schizophrenia), were still found (Hong et al. 2005b). However, if there are no group

602differences in average pursuit performance, the extent to which the differences in

603activation are attributable to pursuit rather than to diagnosis remains unclear.

604A more compelling design might involve comparing poor tracking and good

605tracking patients with each other and with controls [see (Levy et al. 2000)]. Such a

606comparison has the advantage of clarifying the neural correlates of ETD uncon-

607founded by neural differences that are specific to the diagnosis rather than to tracking.

608A study that used this type of approach to examine ETD in unaffected first-degree

609relatives of schizophrenia patients made a strong case for FEF dysfunction as a

610substrate of low gain pursuit (O’Driscoll et al. 1999). Controls and relatives with

611normal pursuit both significantly activated FEFs during smooth pursuit, whereas

612demographically similar relatives with ETD as a group did not (p > 0.9). A correla-

613tional analysis relating regional neural activation to pursuit gain in the relatives found

614the highest correlation to be in the FEFs (r ¼ 0.74). The peak correlation was located

615only 3 mm from the site of maximum FEF activation in controls. No group differ-

616ences in activation were found in motion perception areas.

617The extraretinal component of pursuit was examined in one imaging study of

618schizophrenia (Nagel et al. 2007). Patients and controls were examined during

619predictive tracking of a target that was periodically blanked. There were no signi-

620ficant performance differences between groups during target blanking, although

621gain values during blanking dropped to the 0.2 range, suggesting that neither group

622was able to sustain predictive pursuit. The schizophrenia group was found to have

623reduced activation in cerebellum during predictive tracking compared with con-

624trols, and increased activation in right anterior cingulate and in an area referred to as

625FEFs, although the very posterior location, y ¼ �20, suggests that this may corre-

626spond to motor strip eye field, [see (Tehovnik et al. 2000)], an area that has been

627implicated in oculomotor prediction (Gagnon et al. 2002).

628The integrity of motion processing areas supporting pursuit has been assessed in

629several imaging studies. One study had schizophrenia patients and controls make

630speed discriminations and contrast discriminations in the scanner (Chen et al. 2008).

631Controls showed strong activation (BOLD signal changes) in MT/MST area during

632motion tasks, consistent with the known role of this region in sensory processing of

633motion stimuli. Schizophrenia patients showed significantly less activation than

634controls in MT/MST. The groups did not differ in activation patterns while proces-

635sing nonmotion stimuli. During motion processing, patients activated the inferior

636convexity of the prefrontal cortex more than controls did, suggesting that cognitive

637processing may have been used to help compensate for deficient sensory processing.

638Another study compared activation in first-episode neuroleptic-naı̈ve schizophrenia

639patients and controls during passive viewing of motion stimuli compared with

640fixation. Patients had widespread reductions in activation, including in lateral and

641medial geniculate nuclei of right thalamus, a ventral region of FEF, as well as in

642occipital cortex, temporal lobe, and inferior parietal lobe (Braus et al. 2002). Wide-

643spread abnormalities were also found in schizophrenia in a study investigating

644the integrity of magnocellular vs. parvocellular pathways (Martinez et al. 2008).

645Magnocellular pathways are preferentially involved in motion processing, and some
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646 studies have suggested that schizophrenia patients are selectively impaired on tasks

647 that tap magnocellular function as opposed to parvocellular function [(Kéri et al.

648 2004; Delord et al. 2006), but see also (Skottun and Skoyles 2007)]. Patients and

649 controls viewed sinusoidal gratings biased to preferentially activate magnocellular

650 (low spatial frequency and low contrast) or parvocellular (high spatial frequency)

651 pathways. Differences between groups emerged only in the magnocellular condition.

652 Reduced activationwas found throughout themagnocellular system, including visual

653 cortex, temporal cortex, and the dorsal parietal pathway (Martinez et al. 2008).

654 In sum, neuroimaging studies have reported reduced activation of FEFs and

655 motion processing areas during maintenance pursuit in schizophrenia, with some

656 studies finding that the reductions are more widespread and others finding as well,

657 greater activation in some areas outside the traditional pursuit pathway. Studies of

658 motion processing are similarly divided between findings of focal reduction in

659 motion processing areas and in generalized reductions that include thalamus, visual

660 cortex, parietal cortex, and other regions in the dorsal stream, with some evidence

661 of compensatory activations outside the motion pathway. To date, studies compar-

662 ing patients with and without pursuit deficits or with and without motion processing

663 deficits have not been conducted.

664 5 Association Between Genetic Polymorphisms and ETD

665 When an endophenotype is a more penetrant, pleiotropic expression of the same

666 genes that are risk factors for schizophrenia, it can increase power to detect linkage

667 for schizophrenia susceptibility genes compared with that for the clinical disorder

668 alone (Lander 1988; Holzman and Matthysse 1990; Matthysse and Parnas 1992;

669 Holzman 1994; Freedman et al. 1999). Indeed, this is the primary rationale for

670 incorporating endophenotypes [(Gottesman and Gould 2003); see AU4Thaker, this

671 volume] into linkage studies of complex diseases. The reason for this improvement

672 in power is that the endophenotype (in this case, ETD) would improve accurate

673 identification of non-penetrant gene carriers (Matthysse and Parnas 1992; Botstein

674 and Risch 2003).

675 The first effort to examine the usefulness of ETD measures in linkage studies

676 was conducted by Arolt and colleagues (Arolt et al. 1996, 1999). Using a gain score

677 dichotomized into normal or abnormal pursuit, they calculated two point linkage

678 analyses between ETD and 16 microsatellite markers on chromosome 6p21–23.

679 Amaximum LOD AU5score of 3.51 was obtained for marker D6S271 (y ¼ 0.0); marker

680 D6S282 yielded a maximum LOD score of 3.44 at y ¼ 0.05 (Arolt et al. 1996). The

681 results were quite similar when the analyses were repeated on a slightly larger

682 sample using additional markers in the same region. Independent support for

683 these results was found in other studies that combined qualitative ratings of ETD

684 and schizophrenia as part of a latent trait model (Matthysse and Holzman 1987;

685 Holzman et al. 1988); a LOD score of 2.05 was found for a marker within 3 cm of

686 the positive markers studied by Arolt and colleagues.
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687Several studies have examined the relation between the COMT AU6genotype and

688ETD. Rybakowski and colleagues reported that the Met/Met genotype was signifi-

689cantly associated with better closed-loop gain in male schizophrenia patients

690(Rybakowski et al. 2002). A similar association between this genotype and predic-

691tive gain was found in controls in a study by Thaker and colleagues (Thaker et al.

6922004). However, in that study, patients with this genotype did not differ in mainte-

693nance gain and had worse predictive gain than patients with the Val/Val or Val/Met

694genotypes. Haraldsson and colleagues recently reported no association between the

695rs4680 val158met COMT polymorphism and either schizophrenia or steady-state

696pursuit gain and saccade frequency (Haraldsson et al. 2009). Further studies are

697needed to clarify this assortment of different findings with respect to COMT.

698Polymorphisms in other genes have also been examined in several samples, with

699reported but unconfirmed associations between pursuit performance and genotype

700(Rybakowski et al. 2001; Bogacki et al. 2005).

7016 Summary

702ETD is a robust finding associated with schizophrenia and shows significant co-

703familiality. Using well-characterized paradigms that were developed in nonhuman

704primate single-unit work, researchers have attempted to link specific component

705processes of pursuit to specific neural substrates. Despite variability in quantitative

706measures and behavioral paradigms, there is general agreement that ETD seems to

707involve impairments in motion processing and in higher-order processes such as

708prediction and gain control of signals driving pursuit. Motion-sensitive regions

709(MT/MST) and the FEF have been implicated as neural substrates of ETD, although

710some neuroimaging studies suggest a more system-wide pattern of dysfunction in

711the dorsal stream. Genetic associations with ETD have not yet conclusively impli-

712cated any one chromosomal region or specific genes.
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